
Winston Workstation™ –  

Energizing your body. Inspiring your mind.

Winston Workstation is now compatible with 

the Apple iMac stand, allowing iMac users to 

take advantage of the health benefits standing 

while working offers without sacrificing Apple-

specific programs or user interface.

Offices using iMacs can easily convert any 

desk into a healthy Apple iMac sit-stand 

workstation. Like the original Winston, 

Winston for Apple iMac seamlessly 

integrates into the day for a boost in health 

and wellness without disrupting workflow.

The Winston Workstation for Apple iMac 

comes in a white finish to complement the 

clean aesthetic of the iMac.

Winston Workstation™
 Apple iMac Sit-Stand
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5Designed for the Apple iMac stand. Specially 

designed Winston features a secure space for the 
iMac stand. 

5Engineered for stability. Designed to accommodate 
standing work without the distraction of unwanted 
movement.

5Expansive work space. Large surface allows you to 
bring all necessities with you when you stand.

5Upgrade your space. Retrofit your existing desk 
into a healthy workspace with two easy mounting 
options: freestanding or desk clamp.

5 Seamless height adjustment. Features a 17” range 
of vertical height adjustment and a locking cylinder 
to keep the workstation in place. No manual 
adjustment needed.

5Cable management. Cable clips in the column and  
 beam keep the cables organized and out of the way.
5Ethical manufacturing. Winston for Apple iMac is 

assembled in the USA using components created 
through a green manufacturing process.
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Seamless height adjustmentEngineered for stability
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This product is protected by one or more of the following U.S. Patent Nos., and other United States and foreign patents applied for: 119,345, 119,346, 1,324,842, 2,470,525, 6,076,785, 6,273,383, 6,409,134, 6,478,274, 6,499,704, 6,505,988, 6,609,691, 619,606, 
6,719,253, 6,726,167, 6,736,364, 6,783,105, 6,854,698, 6,915,994, 6,935,883, 6,955,328, 6,983,917, 6,986,489, 7,014,157, 7,017,874, 7,048,242, 7,059,574, 7,063,296, 7,066,433, 7,066,435, 7,389,965, 7,665,699, D435,852, D491,952, D492,893, D570,853, D575,293. LIT-1189   REV A
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Winston Workstation™
 Specifications
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CAPABILITIES
Vertical height adjustment .............................. 17" (43.2 cm)
Monitor tilt ......................................................................... 200 degrees
Monitor pivot ................................................................... Landscape to portrait
Monitor compatibility............................................. VESA® 75mm and 100mm
Cable management ................................................. Cables are clipped to column

WINSTON WEIGHT RANGES*
WNST-APL-FS-L-WHT-248 .................................. Supports 4 - 16 lbs (1.8 - 7.3 kg)
WNST-APL-FS-M-WHT-248 ............................... Supports 11 - 27 lbs (5.0 - 12.2 kg)

20.7"
(52.6 cm)

22"
(55.9 cm)

Free Standing Base* For optimal performance, select the model that will support the total weight of your monitor and all items that will 
be placed on the Winston work surface. (keyboard and mouse typically total 2 - 4 lbs)
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